
Designer Sigurd Rothe
“Ahrend 463 is a unique bucket seat – attractive, functional, multifaceted and contemporary. The frame, with its 
unprecedentedly sharp curves, which closely follows the beautiful seat shell and means the chairs can be stacked to a 
unique height, is a perfect example of the latest laser soldering and 3D bending technology.”

> A clear, contemporary, stylish and functional design

> Ahrend 463’s styling involves a beautiful combination 
of the steel frame and the plastic seat shell

> Striking and comfortable armrests made of the same 
material and in the same colour as the seat shell, that 
seem to emerge from the steel tubes

> Available with four legs or sleigh legs and with or without 
armrests

> Frame available in chrome and in all Ahrend colours

> Can be used as a visitor’s or conferencing chair in countless 
spaces

> Lightweight yet very comfortable

> Stackable

> A timeless and extraordinarily versatile creation

> A typically well thought-out Rothe design, which will last 
for decades, just like Ahrend 350

> Recyclable plastic seat shell and frame
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Technical details 
Dimensions: 
Seat height 46 cm 
Seat width 44 cm 
Total height 85 cm

Weight 7.2 kg incl. armrests

Up to ten chairs can be 
easily stacked

Four soft plastic stacking 
buffers are located under 
the seat

Plastic seat shell that moves 
backwards under pressure

Basic
> Four-legged chairs with or without armrests
> Cantilever frame chairs with or without armrests
> Frame in one of the standard Ahrend colours
> Plastic bucket seat and armrests in black and white 

(RAL 9016)

Features 
> Soldered tube frame of Ø22 mm (rear legs) and Ø20 mm 

(front legs) with fl uid connections
> Single-piece seat and backrest 
> Elegant styling with a posh look

Options
> Chrome frame
> Four-legged chair: the black plastic caps on the legs are

available for soft fl oors (PE) and for hard fl oors (PUR) with 
an anti-slip function

> Cantilever frame chair: the black glides can be coated 
with felt

Corporate Social 
Responsibility 
Ahrend aspires to become 
the sector’s most sustainable 
company in Europe and 
has set itself the goal of 
closing the full production 
cycles and climate-neutral 
manufacturing by 2020, 
using the principles of Eco 
Design and Cradle to Cradle. 
The effi cient use (and reuse) 
of materials is the central 
focus of this goal.
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www.ahrend.com

Ahrend. A Cradle to Cradle company

Creating safe products and healthy environments
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